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TEENAGE IDOLS
Joe Geesin celebrates the Sensational Alex Harvey Band

Redferns

The SAHB (from left): Alex Harvey, Ted McKenna, Hugh McKenna, Zal Cleminson, Chris Glen

F

ew men could command the stage so well.
Few can conjure up so many images. And
few personify the classic gritty rock musician’s upbringing and work ethic more
than the late Alex Harvey, who did all this and
more. He had already been in the music industry
for years and had endured more than his fair share
of traumas by the age of 38, when he formed one
of the 70s’ greatest showcase rock bands – The
Sensational Alex Harvey Band.
Alex – who was recently listed as one of the Top
20 frontmen ever in Classic Rock – was backed by one
of the most solid bands ever seen, which gave him
the freedom to express himself much more than on
his earlier work.
Born in February 1935 in Glasgow, at the age of
22 Alex won a talent contest in search of ‘Scotland’s
answer to Tommy Steele’. After a series of albums
and singles (both with blues and soul bands and
solo), he joined the house band for the musical Hair
and recorded with the Rock Workshop. (Harvey’s
pre-SAHB work was listed in detail in RC 107 in July
1988.)
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The musical backbone for The Sensational Alex
Harvey Band was an outfit named Tear Gas.
Previously called Mustard (as in gas), the band
eventually settled into the line-up of drummer Ted
McKenna, keyboard player Hugh McKenna (Ted’s
cousin), bassist Chris Glen, guitarist Zal Cleminson
and singer/keyboard player David Batchelor.
Chris: “Mustard was formed from the ashes of The
Bo Weevils, but like its predecessor it was mainly a
covers and harmony band. I was enticed to join with
the promise of harder music and original material,
and at that point we became Tear Gas.”
Ted: “It was quite an organic situation. Davie had
become the singer because the real singer left at short
notice before a European tour – and there was no
choice but for Davie to go up to the mic! But he’d
never felt particularly comfortable with it, and on the
whole his voice didn’t suit what Tear Gas were doing.
When Hugh came in on keys he started singing too,
and Davie moved to work on the sound. It was
important for us to get a good sound – we realised
that was how you moved an audience – that and
being loud. So Davie was still very much part of the

band. He also helped out with management at the
time as well, and of course he ended up producing
the live shows and the later albums with SAHB.”
Tear Gas released two solid rock albums; the first
was Piggy Go Getter on Famous (November 1970)
and the second was Tear Gas on Regal Zonophone
(August 1971). Both are now highly collectable, but
at the time the band were in serious financial trouble.
In fact, they were on the verge of splitting when their
manager introduced them to Harvey.
Ted: “We supported Alex at the Marquee in 1972.
We didn’t know it at the time but it must have been
a management set-up for him to see what he thought
of us. He spent the whole night wandering round,
asking us what keys we played in and what we
thought of the gear. But his music didn’t make any
kind of impression – it was flowery hippy stuff. There
was an immediate impression of Alex, of course, but
we didn’t really think about it all that much. Then,
when we realised Tear Gas was running out of steam,
we were offered the gig with Alex. We just thought it
was an opportunity for the band to stay together – at
the time it didn’t seem like a very permanent thing.”

Six of the best (above): post-SAHB work from Cleminson, 1975’s Anthem, the Boston Tea Party promo; (below) the post-Alex SAHB, and two shots of Gamblin’ Bar Room Blues.

At the time Alex’s own career was in turmoil, so
this was the perfect opportunity to consolidate the
situation. The band also allowed Harvey the freedom
to express himself as a frontman as never before.
His delivery, body language, characterisation and
confidence all improved, making him the ultimate
rock’n’roll poet. Sceptics only have to listen to the
two versions of the song Framed, recorded 10 years
apart, to hear the difference. But although the band
were fronted by Alex, the emphasis must fall equally
on the word Sensational – because his band were just
that.
It was also a time for personal upheaval, as on
3 May 1972 Alex’s younger brother Leslie (then
guitarist with Stone The Crows) was electrocuted to
death on stage. Alex and Leslie were very close, and
had recorded together in the 60s. Alex’s reaction was
to bury himself in his work.

Alex , s delivery and
confidence made
him a genuine
rock and roll poet

By June, the SAHB were touring and rehearsing
for their debut album, which was recorded in just six
days. The band immediately gelled as musicians, as
can be heard on that first album, entitled Framed,
which was issued on Vertigo in December 1972 in a
gatefold sleeve. The sleeve had a box cut in the gatefold showing Alex behind bars – a play on the title
and title track. The album produced one of the
band’s biggest rarities, initially issued with a spiral
label (which is now very hard to find). The later
‘spaceship’ label sold well enough to make it much
easier to track down. The title track, a Leiber/Stoller

composition, was first recorded by Alex and his Soul
Band some 10 years before: the new version was
vastly improved, and sung with genuine conviction.
It also revealed Alex’s tendency to play on his
Scottish accent, stretching out the word “framed”
to four syllables and rolling the R in ‘razor’ (in Buffs
Bar Blues) – real poetry in a hard rock band! In fact,
this fondness for exaggeration would go on to be a
Harvey trademark: just as important as Alex’s onstage performance was his instantly recognisable
striped pirate’s T-shirt. Taking this dressing-up
penchant to its limit, Harvey even performed Framed
dressed as both Jesus and Hitler...
The album was preceded by the single There’s No
Lights On The Christmas Tree Mother, They’re
Burning Big Louie Tonight – the ‘burning’ referring
to the electric chair. The B-side was the non-album
track Harp, a track previously recorded by Alex but
not released on CD until 2003. In fact, the debut
album featured the title track, Midnight Moses,
Isobel Goudie and I Just Want To Make Love To
You – all previously recorded by Alex.
Chris: “When we started out we were playing
mostly Alex’s songs – it was all we knew. So when we
had to get an album out quickly, that was the stuff
we did. SAHB didn’t really get going until after
Framed, when Hugh and Alex started writing
together.”
The heavy schedule continued into 1973, with
the non-LP song Jungle Jenny issued as a single –
but it wouldn’t make it to an album until a couple of
years later. Tours with Mott The Hoople and Slade
followed before the band went into the studio for the
important second album.
With the first album out of the system, the band’s
song-writing moved into a whole new dimension.
Titled Next, the LP would perhaps be the band’s best
(and best-known) record. It kicked off at high pace
with Swampsnake, a harmonica filling the sound

perfectly. The title track, a Jacques Brel composition
about army brothels (once covered by Scott Walker),
was interpreted as a tango, bolstered by a string
quartet, which also accompanied the band for an
Old Grey Whistle Test performance (a truly amazing
version that has to be heard to be believed). The Last
Of The Teenage Idols was a reference to the 1957
talent contest win (something Alex never let the band
forget) while Vambo Marble Eye was the start of
Alex’s imaginative songwriting in which he invented
his own characters.
The album also produced what was effectively to
become the band’s signature song – The Faith Healer
– which opens with a memorably rhythmic drone.
Ted: “I hated it at the time – I couldn’t understand
what the producer, Phil Wainman, was trying to get
me to do. But in retrospect it worked – there were
lots of interesting ideas like the Tootelbug drone,
invented by Ashley Tootel, the flautist from Hair.
Alex liked the idea of it: it was something he could
play along to. Nowadays he’d use a drum machine.”
In 1974 the SAHB continued a very heavy touring
schedule that was sure to take its toll. That summer,
while recording their third album, The Impossible
Dream, they played two festivals at Knebworth and
Reading and were back on tour when the album was
released in October.
Alex’s comic-book fantasies kicked off the album
with The Hot City Symphony Part 1 – Vambo. A
continuation of the story from the previous album, it
was a heavy number that allowed both Alex’s and the
audience’s imagination to run riot.
When played live, Alex would introduce the songholding an enormous bible-like tome – the ‘Book Of
Vambo’ – and typically announce: “In the beginning,
Vambo ruled. This is a tale of two cities. Vambo is
like between Santa Claus and Captain Marvel. In
your city, in my city, OK.” The “OK” was very
deliberate – as the book was slammed shut.
Record Collector
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The band’s presentation was equally theatrical,
with Zal now sporting a cat-suit and face paint,
although the music was hardly in line with the glam
movement sweeping the country. Tomahawk Kid
was a standout inspired by Treasure Island, while
Sergeant Fury was a 1920s-style swing influenced by
Alex’s 60s theatrical work. Both Sergeant Fury and
Anthem were released as singles but failed to make
much headway. However, the SAHB were becoming
known as one of the best live acts in the country.
During 1974 the band recorded several tracks for
Supersonic on UK TV, and an edited performance
was aired as part of Twiggy’s Juke Box. Her introduction of Gambling Bar Blues (sic) was nervous and
embarrassing, but the performance contained all the
usual humour, with Alex shooting Zal in a staged
bar-room brawl.
A European tour with Deep Purple followed,
which took the band up to Christmas, and 1975 saw
the band record their fourth LP, Tomorrow Belongs
To Me. Again Hugh and Alex were the main writing
partnership but the rest of the band contributed a
great deal, with their talent and power providing Alex
with great freedom as a frontman. The interplay
between keyboards and guitar remained a key feature,
while the rhythm section continued to prove they
were second to none.
From the album, Action Strasse has always been a
fans’ favourite and Soul In Chains is a classic bluesy
number. Also included were the live classic Give My
Compliments To The Chef (played on the Old Grey
Whistle Test) and The Tale Of The Giant Stone
Eater, with its almost environmental theme. For
many fans, the latter encompasses everything that
Alex was about.
Gigs with Jethro Tull among others followed, and
on 24 May 1975 a gig at the Hammersmith Odeon
was recorded for release as a live album. The entire
set was soon circulating as a bootleg, as the six
extended tracks made for a truly fine set. The album,
released in September, was preceded by the single

Delilah (yes, the Tom Jones hit) and made the Top
10, propelling the band even further. The cheers
heard halfway through the song, during the keyboard
slot, can be attributed to a bout of synchronised
dancing before some metallic guitar-playing. The
song was often played on the OGWT, and always
showed not only the band’s theatrics but their audacity and humour.
The year finished with the release of the Gamblin’
Bar Room Blues single and Ted, Zal and Hugh
guesting on Dan McCafferty’s (best known as singer
with fellow Scots and labelmates Nazareth) first solo
album. Chris: “We stayed in their flat in London
when we went down. Strangely, we only actually
played with them once in the 70s. The Frankie Miller
gig in 2002 was only the second time we played with
them. Roger Glover produced Dan’s album, which
was co-produced with Manny. We got involved
mainly as a favour.”
The live album and hit single had made the year
a hit. But record company pressure was forcing the
band to release more material, and The Penthouse
Tapes was clearly a stopgap. It featured tracks
previously aired live, including Jungle Jenny and
Gamblin’ Bar Room Blues, as well as many covers.
The TV appearance of Runaway again showed some
excellent synchronisation, while Crazy Horses is a
must-hear.
Ted: “Penthouse Tapes was to finish off the deal
with Phonogram because Mountain wanted to
distribute through EMI. The ideas was to stick on all
the covers. We decided to try to do impressions of
people on that album. We were under constant
pressure to get things done, and so most things were
half-baked.” Chris: “It was our punt at commerciality, something the label always wanted from us.”
By this point Alex had begun to drink heavily, and
the band’s heavy schedule only made matters worse.
The situation soon worsened to the point where, by
the time SAHB Stories was released, the band were
rehearsing without Harvey.

Released in July 1976, it was the first album to be
released on Mountain and featured the singles Amos
Moses and Boston Tea Party, the latter revealing
Alex’s love of history. It obviously made an impact,
with Def Leppard’s Joe Elliot playing it on Radio 1
almost 20 years later when given the helm for a
morning.
That summer saw the death of manager Bill
Fehilly in a plane crash, and during a gig in Sweden
in October Alex collapsed on stage, brought on by
accumulated stress and health problems; furthermore,
he remained deeply affected by Fehilly’s death for
some time.

There was pressure
on Alex from all
directions and a split
was inevitable
Ted: “The punishing schedule affected Hugh first,
unless it affected Alex and we didn’t know it at the
time. There’s no doubting his talent, but the lifestyle
didn’t suit him. He seemed to enjoy it, but he was
too intense about it – far more than I was. Less so
than Chris, but with Chris it was a career choice...
And Alex was always the last to bed and first up in
the morning. He fed off the band’s energy and I
think he tried to squeeze 40 hours into every day.
It was more that than anything else with Alex.”
The rest of the band released the album Fourplay
(billed as SAHB Without Alex), in January 1977: the
back of the album featured a picture of Alex gagged
and bound. Although it is considered weaker than
any SAHB album (primarily due to the lack of their
charismatic frontman and the Hugh/Alex writing
partnership) it did have some strong songs on it, and
Zal’s Big Boy would prove very popular when rerecorded with Nazareth a couple of years later. A tour

(Above) the SAHB Live, Mrs Blackhouse and the Next... single; (below) the Next album, Sergeant Fury/Gang Bang and Alex’s solo LP, The Mafia Stole My Guitar.
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followed, although the single Pick It Up And Kick It
didn’t fare well.
During his time off, Alex took a family holiday up
near Loch Ness and took the time to interview many
of the locals about the sightings of the famous
monster. These would form the bulk of Alex Harvey
Presents The Loch Ness Monster, released in 1977 on
K-Tel, who promptly went bust. The album, featuring a map of sightings and events, is now extremely
hard to find.
Harvey then rejoined SAHB, only for Hugh to
quit because of various pressures – either health or an
internal disagreement, depending on who you listen
to. He was replaced by session player Tommy Eyre.
The band’s final single, Mrs Blackhouse, had been
recorded a few years earlier and was an obvious swipe
at campaigner Mrs Whitehouse, who took objection
to most things in the music industry. The track
actually replaced No Complaints Department, a very
personal song written by Alex (the song made reference to the loss of his brother Les and manager Bill
Fehilly) but which was withdrawn after the sleeves
(and allegedly some records) were pressed, accounting
for the sticker over the tracklisting on most (if not all)
UK copies, although some European copies and a
very limited number of UK copies feature the offending track.
Around this time there was also talk of the fabled
Vibrania Suite project, suggested by Alex, which
would have been a future album or stage show.
However, concepts weren’t exactly popular in the
punk period and the band didn’t get round to recording it before they split.
It is generally considered that Alex returned to the
band too soon; he had had health problems due to
exhaustion and back pain from an earlier accident,
and was still getting over Fehilly’s death. The
Reading Festival in August 1977 would be The
Sensational Alex Harvey Band’s last ever show, as
Alex quit the band that November, with Rock Drill
issued early the following year.
Chris: “It was more or less inevitable. Alex wasn’t
well, Hugh had left the band, the management was
different... It wasn’t working any more. And Alex was
in no physical condition to undertake the European
tour we were rehearsing for. There was too much
pressure on him from every direction.”
Since the band’s split there have been numerous
vinyl reissues. Ted: “Our back catalogue was sold in
suspicious circumstances when none of us were
there to have any kind of representation. Since then
we’ve not been party to any of the releases until
Universal had the decency to pay us for the 2002
remasters.”
Two live sets are worth searching out. Both issued
on Windsong, BBC Radio 1 Live In Concert and Live
On The Test have long since been deleted but offer an
essential insight into the live attraction and work
ethic of the band.
After the split, the rest of the band teamed up with
17-year-old Glasgow guitarist Billy Rankin, who
would later replace Zal in Nazareth, and vocalist
LeRoy Jones. Ted: “I don’t think there was enough
substance to Zal. Some of the music was interesting
but it didn’t appeal enough to anyone.”
Alex soldiered on, signing to RCA and in 1979
released the LP The Mafia Stole My Guitar. Although
this was a competent rock LP, it was a far cry from
the professional theatrics of SAHB. The album
featured Tommy Eyre and several tracks co-written
with Hugh McKenna.
Harvey continued to tour with his band The
Electric Cowboys. Theatrics continued (including the
stabbing of a blow-up doll during Delilah at one gig)
but any attempts to recapture former glories were
doomed to failure. In January 1982 Alex recorded
what was to be his swansong. The Soldier On The
Wall was another sound but with a different mix,

SAHB guitarist Zal Cleminson – or is it Kevin Keegan?
with a new band. But it would be released posthumously, as on 4 February Alex died while on tour. It
was a tragic loss.
Zal joined Nazareth for two albums before forming Tandoori Cassette with keyboard player Ronny
Leahy. They recorded one single, Angel Talk. Zal
then worked with Midge Ure and played on the Elkie
Brooks LP Minutes, before taking on other work,
including cab driving. He also played on a Billy
Rankin solo album with Ted.
The band later got back together as The Party

Boys, a covers band. At various stages they featured
pianist Ronnie Leahy, Billy Rankin, Fish and
Nazareth vocalist Dan McCafferty. But when Hugh
joined them, a ‘new’ SAHB was inevitable.
The revamped SAHB recorded the Live In Glasgow
1993 album, although activity during the remainder
of the 90s was sporadic. In 2002 they reconvened for
a Frankie Miller tribute concert with Billy Rankin on
vocals. There are some shows planned as RC went to
press, before the band plan to say goodbye – at last –
to SAHB.

SELECTED SAHB DISCOGRAPHY
SINGLES

72 Vertigo 6059 070
73 Vertigo 6059 075
73 Vertigo 6059 091
73 Vertigo 6059 098
74 Vertigo 6059 106
74 Vertigo 6059 112
75 Vertigo ALEX 001
75 Vertigo ALEX 002
76 Vertigo ALEX 003
76 Mountain TOP 12
76 Mountain TOP 19
76 Mountain PSLP 183
77 Mountain TOP 24
77 Mountain TOP 32
80 Mountain HOT 2

LPs

72 Vertigo 6360 081
73 Vertigo 6360 103
74 Vertigo 6360 112
75 Vertigo 9102 003
75 Vertigo 6360 122
76 Vertigo 9102 007
76 Mountain TOPS 112
77 Mountain TOPC 5006
78 Mountain TOPS 114

There’s No Lights On The Christmas Tree /
Mother, They’re Burning Big Louie Tonight / Harp .......................................................£5
Jungle Jenny / Buff’s Bar Blues...................................................................................£5
Giddy Up A Ding Dong / Buff’s Bar Blues.....................................................................£5
The Faith Healer (Edit) / St. Anthony ..........................................................................£5
Sergeant Fury / Gang Bang ........................................................................................£4
Anthem (Edit) / Anthem .............................................................................................£4
Delilah (Live) / Soul In Chains (Live) (p/s, No. 7).........................................................£6
Gamblin’ Bar Room Blues / Shake That Thing (p/s, No. 38) .........................................£6
Runaway / Snake Bite................................................................................................£6
Boston Tea Party / Sultan’s Choice (No. 13) ...............................................................£4
Amos Moses / Satchel And The Scalp Hunter..............................................................£4
Amos Moses / $25 For A Massage (12", promo only) ................................................£15
Pick It Up And Kick It / Smouldering (as SAHB Without Alex) ........................................£4
Mrs Blackhouse / Engine Room Boogie (p/s) ..............................................................£6
Hot Tracks: Boston Tea Party / Delilah / Faith Healer .................................................£4
FRAMED (gatefold sleeve, cut window, initially spiral label, later spaceship label) .£130 / £30
NEXT (silver/black sleeve, spaceship label) ................................................................£12
THE IMPOSSIBLE DREAM (gatefold sleeve, spaceship label) .......................................£10
TOMORROW BELONGS TO ME (gatefold sleeve, spaceship label).................................£10
SAHB LIVE (spaceship label)......................................................................................£10
THE PENTHOUSE TAPES (spaceship label with insert) .................................................£10
SAHB STORIES (gatefold sleeve)................................................................................£10
FOURPLAY (inner sleeve, as SAHB Without Alex) .........................................................£10
ROCK DRILL (initially with No Complaints Department, most later copies with
revised track listing stickered on sleeve) .............................................................£35 / £8
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